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“Howard had a brilliant mind of the first water, able to 
comprehend simultaneously the finest points of detail and 
the big picture. He was intrigued by the technical aspects of 
computer networking at the level of protocol and 
engineering, yet at the same time saw its importance not only 
in connecting together electronic devices, but as a medium 
for linking concepts, sharing news and information, 
communicating with colleagues, and ultimately for shaping 
the community.

”
https://www.iucr.org/people/crystallographers/flack_ep



1992: CONCISE – international networking 
infrastructure 

• Distributed information publishing system

• EU funding through RARE (Réseaux Associés pour la 
Recherche Européenne) for the COSINE 
(Cooperation for Open Systems Interconnection 
Networking in Europe) project

• Aimed to promote OSI networking stack

• Model of subject-specific information portals

• Howard provided information and news for 
crystallographers (with input from Martha Teeter)



1993: gopher – precursor of the Worldwide Web

• Gopher provided “tunnelling” between compatible 
resource servers

• Operated over OSI (CONCISE) and TCP/IP (WWW) 
network infrastructures

• Menu-driven

• Provided for different resource types

• Early IUCr experiments at Chester
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1993: mosaic – unleashing the web

• Graphical browser supporting images and text

• 1992: developed by NCSA at U. Illinois Urbana-
Champaign

• Released 1993

• Supported http, ftp, nntp, gopher protocols

• Widely credited with popularizing World Wide Web

• 1993/4 Howard moved all crystallography-related 
content from CONCISE to Crystallography in Europe 
web server at U. Geneva



1993: mosaic – unleashing the web



1994: Aperiodic’94 – first scientific conference on 
the web

Gervais Chapuis



1994: W3VL - Crystallography

• World Wide Web Virtual Library arose from an idea 
of Tim Berners-Lee to create a global, distributed 
and authoritative resource structuring the 
information available over the WWW

• Howard removed all remaining content from 
CONCISE/DISCUS and restructured the Geneva 
WWW server as the crystallography node of W3VL



1995: ACA Montreal

• Inspired by Aperiodic’94, Yvon LePage used WWW 
to plan the American Crystallographic Association 
Annual Meeting

• Collect/disseminate abstracts

• Plan room allocation via online questionnaire



1995: Crystallography World Wide

• A further restructuring to become a community 
resource

• Job postings, meetings calendar, directories of 
companies, organizations, facilities, book reviews

• Awareness of other crystallography web servers 
(SinCris, IUCr) and efforts to minimise overlap



1995: Statistical Descriptors
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1997: Crystallography truly world wide

• Merger of IUCr content (bm), Crystallography World 
Wide (Howard Flack) and SinCris (Yves Epelboin)

• Mirroring across the world



1996: The Crystallographer’s Guide



1935-1997: Ted Maslen

Photographed in 1996, Ted Maslen chaired the IUCr Committee on Electronic Publishing, Dissemination and Storage of Information 
from 1993 until his early death in 1997, at which point Howard took over until the mid 2000s. The Committee was dissolved in 2009.



Electronic Publishing Committee

Ted Maslen 
STAR/CIF, email, 

electronic publishing, 
data checking

Howard Flack
Distributed information 

systems, Web, e-mail 
lists, preprint servers

Lachlan Cranswick
NeXus, mailing lists, web 

mirrors, Commission 
websites, newsletters

Yves Epelboin
SinCris, Sofware Database, 

World Directory of 
Crystallographers

Simon Parsons
News Online (jobs, 

meetings, 
announcements)

Peter Strickland
IUCr Managing Editor

Brian McMahon
IUCr Research and 

Development Officer



Yves Epelboin, André Authier, Brian McMahon, Howard Flack, Irena Authier at the Authiers' Paris apartment, on the 

occasion of the Second ICSU–UNESCO International Conference on Electronic Publishing in Science, 19-23 February 

1996.



1998: Internet pioneers at the Prague ECM



Howard and CIF

• Impetus for developing a new standard exchange 
format for crystallography was Howard’s challenge 
to Syd Hall to standardise all diffractometer data

• “Why not SGML?”

• Observer on COMCIFS

• Researches using IUCr CIF archive

Syd Hall
1988 photo coincident with the 

creation of the Working Party on 
Crystallographic Information



Other contributions

• 1990-1993 Chair, IUCr Commission on 
Crystallographic Computing

• 1996-1997 IUCr Representative to CODATA

• 1997-2002 IUCr Representative to ICSTI

• 2001 Input to review process for the Open Archival 
Information System (OAIS) Reference Model

• 2001 IUCr Journals Archiving Policy



Howard outside the IUCr offices in Chester, 2006. Chester Cathedral in the background.



Howard Flack 1943-2017: a pioneer in electronic publishing


